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TIMETABLE (Preliminary)

Time Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

08:00-09:00 Breakfast Breakfast Breakfast Breakfast

09:00-11:00 Introduction, 
one-slides, 

mini-workshop
scheduling

Talks
Round 2

(6)

Talks
Round 3 (5) Mini-

workshops
YoMos future

11:00-11:30 Coffee & tea Coffee & tea Coffee & tea Coffee & tea

11:30 -13:00 Keynote

Talk
D. Zurell

Mini-

workshops

Keynote

Talk
B. O'Hara

YoMos future

13:00-14:30 Lunch Lunch Lunch Lunch

14:30-16:30 Arrival
and
registration

Talks
Round 1
(6)

Excursion
Talk
M. Penschuck

Departure
16:30-17:00 Coffee & tea Coffee & tea

17:00-18:30 General intro 
on logistics

(around 17:45)

Lightning talks
+

Poster session

Keynote
Talk 

T. Hickler

Mini-
workshops

18:30-19:30 Dinner Dinner Dinner Dinner

… socializing, casual workshops and discussions …

Introduction

We'll start off with a quick who's who, explain the preliminary workshop structure, discuss possible 

mini-workshops (sessions Tuesday-Friday) and have some cookies! This is your opportunity to get 
creative and help shape the workshop the way you like!

Mini-workshops

These are what makes the workshop so special: whether it is hands-on exercises with your favourite

modeling software, sharing your secret recipe to actually accomplishing a PhD in 3 years or 
introducing everyone to a new alien programming language – it's up to you! Exchange your ideas, 
learn new methods and share your computation challenges and experiences with fellow “sufferers”.
Current mini-workshop suggestions:

• R: project oriented workflow, speeding up your code, working with a high-performance 
cluster, shiny R package, handling spatial data

• Introduction to interactive use and scripting with the shell on Linux, Mac and Windows

• Reproducible project organization – good science

• Version control with Git

• Introduction to the Google Earth Engine

• Project management and PhD “survival tips”



Keynote Talks

Modelling interactions between biodiversity, ecosystem functioning and climate: 
from the leaf to the Earth system and from the deep past to the future

Thomas Hickler
Senckenberg Biodiversity and Climate Research Centre Frankfurt (BiK-F)

Towards an integrated platform for biodiversity forecasts

Damaris Zurell
Humboldt-University Berlin, Department of Geography

Model Complexity and Model Uncertainty

Bob O'Hara
Norwegian University of Science and Technology, Department of Mathematical Sciences

Random(izing) graphs and networks

Manuel Penschuck
Goethe University Frankfurt am Main, Institute for Computer Science 

Excursion

Since our workshop venue is beautifully located next to
a forest, we will seize this opportunity to take a little

walk in the surroundings, replenish our oxygen reserves
and get into touch with what we are actually modelling –
nature!

Wolfgang will lead us the path to a nearby geological
formation called “Jägersteine” and introduce us to the
local geology and ecology. 

Posters

Simulating the Eurasian Mammoth Steppe using a coupled vegetation–megafauna 
model

Wolfgang Traylor
Senckenberg Biodiversity and Climate Research Centre Frankfurt
wolfgang.traylor@senckenberg.de

Between the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) and the beginning of the Holocene, ecosystems in northern high latitudes 
changed from graminoid-dominated steppe to taiga and tundra. Concurrently, populations of megafauna species 

collapsed, among them the three most important large grazers: woolly mammoth, steppe bison, and Pleistocene horse. 
Our study focuses on two questions: In what numbers did these large herbivores populate the Pleistocene steppe biome?

How did they influence their habitat and shape the ecosystem? 

We approach these questions with mechanistic simulations using a new physiological model for the three big grazers. 
Our herbivore model is directly coupled with a dynamic global vegetation model, and for paleoclimatic driving data we 

used output of a global circulation model.

Using Agent-based modeling to improve jaguar population connectivity in Middle 
America

Patricia Calderon
LeibnizInstitute for Zoo and Wildlife Research (IZW)

calderon@izw-berlin.de

For large carnivores in fragmented landscapes, connectivity is a conservation priority to secure population viability and 
genetic diversity. This applies also to the jaguar, Panthera onca, in Middle America. In this region, it has been extirpated

from 67% of its former range and some of its local populations show first signs of genetic isolation. Thus, safeguarding 

and restoring connectivity of jaguar populations is critical for achieving long-term viability in this region. To support 
management for connectivity, we need to understand how the species’ movement is influenced by individual traits and 

the structure and configuration of the landscape. Data on movement and habitat features are needed for this but are not 
sufficient by themselves. Therefore, I aim to develop a spatially explicit agent-based model of jaguar movement and 

population dynamics. The purpose of the model is to quantify functional connectivity and population viability in 

northern Middle America, a region which is particularly critical for jaguar connectivity. Agent-based models allow us to
integrate knowledge on the biology of the species, its spatial distribution, its adaptive behavior, demographics, and the 

landscape features that restrict its movement. My model will be parameterized and tested with existing data and expert 
knowledge, to which I have access due to my previous work as coordinator of the Jaguar Connectivity Initiative. The 

model will be used to guide prioritization efforts on the protection and restoration of the most critical linkages of the 

jaguar movement corridor in northern Middle America, especially those that are most likely to secure the species’ long 
term persistence in the region.

How intraspecific trait variation in movement behaviour affects species coexistence

Alexander Milles
Helmholtz Centre for Environmental Research Leipzig (UFZ)
alexander.milles@ufz.de

Movement and intraspecific trait variation (ITV) have both been recognized as key element in various eco-evolutionary 

contexts. However, the consequences of ITV in movement behaviour have mostly been overlooked and not been 

analysed in a community of species. Hence, the underlying mechanisms have not been fully understood let alone been 
tested. I propose a generic, spatially explicit, individual based model with emerging home ranges to explore the 

mechanisms and predict the impact of ITV on individual and community fitness. I introduce ITV by using the approach 
of memory-based movement (van Moorter et al., 2009) and changing the degree of movement persistence. By assessing

trait-fitness relationships in different landscapes from model simulations, inference about the relative effect of ITV on 

species coexistence can be made.

Exotic tree species protects better than biodiversity against bark beetle infestation

Sylvie Berthelot
University of Freiburg, Biometry and Environmental System Analysis

sylvie.berthelot@biom.uni-freiburg.de

Until now studies are discordant whether tree diversity has a positive effect on insect pest reduction or not. To test such 
biodiversity effects among others an international diversity experiment with trees (IDENT) was designed in North 

America and Europe. After a severe drought in Germany in summer 2018 the young trees on the IDENT-Freiburg site 

were weak and conifer trees were attacked by the Sixtoothed spruce bark beetle (Pityogenes chalcographus). The bark 
beetle bore holes on six North-American and European congener species were monitored (Spruce, larch and pine) in 

winter 2018/19. The species richness (SR) gradient of the site ranges from 1, 2, 4 and 6 tree species per plot. For 
analysis a generalized mixed model was used, using bore holes per tree as a response and plot as a random factor. Most 

interestingly, no significant effect of SR was found. But a negative trend of SR suggests that plots with higher SR 

suffered less from bark beetle attack. Surprisingly native conifers were significantly more infested than their exotic 



congeners. This could imply that the coevolution of the European bark beetle and the European trees species lead to the 

ability of the bark beetle to distinct tree species olfaction even on genus level. The European spruce and larch, even 
mixed with North American spruce and larch, were always more attacked than their North American congeners.

From empirical data to a food web model. Or: What are the major drivers of a 
pelagic freshwater food web? – A PhD-project.

Kerstin Günther
Leibniz Institute for Freshwater Ecology and Inland Fisheries (IGB)

guenther@igb-berlin.de

To understand the structure of food webs, and the mechanisms that give rise to this structure, is a challenging aim in 

ecology. Natural food webs are very complex. But highly resolved, complex food webs based on data for large numbers 
of taxa are mostly too complex to investigate their dynamic features and to gain a mechanistic understanding of food 

web interactions and resulting community patterns. In contrast, the investigation of food webs that are reduced trophic 

groups and/or major energy pathways, thereby preserving major structural features of the empirical counterpart, can be 
a helpful tool to gain mechanistic insight into food web functioning and community response patterns to environmental 

forcing. 
Lake Stechlin is a very well explored meso-oligotrophic lake (NE Germany) with long-term observational data 

collected since 1960. The aim of my PhD-project is the derivation of a medium complex food web, based on long-term 

data from Lake Stechlin, which preserves major structural features with respect to energy flow patterns from primary 
producers to upper trophic levels. For that I use two alternative food web aggregation methods: a classic food web 

approach for freshwater systems which is based on functional groups and a new clustering technique by GAUZENS et 

al. (2015). I have found “key” feeding links, which structure the food web and influence the food web response. In a 
second step I will test the ability of both food web models to capture community response patterns of Lake Stechlin, 

contrasting model predictions with time-series and analyse for their dynamic response to different environmental 
stressors like temperature regime, as well as nutrient and light availability.

Spatio-temporal analysis of the number of hunted animals for the assessment of 
the landscape quality and the provision of ecosystem services

Birgith Unterthurner
Eurac Research Bozen
birgith.unterthurner@eurac.edu

Landscape changes caused by human influence (intensification of agriculture, urban sprawl ect.) can affect the 

population development of certain animal species. There are hardly any methods which can measure the 

multifunctionality of the landscape and its effects on population development over a long period. 
In this study, we aim to find animal species that can be used as indicators to measure, describe and assess changes in 

landscape structure and landscape quality in South Tyrol, Italy, over the last 150 years. First, long-term shooting quota 
of roe deer (Capreolus capreolus), rock partridge (Alectoris graeca) and mountain hare (Lepus timidus) from 40 

different hunting grounds are compared to population counts to test on correlation between the number of hunted 

animals and the number of animals occurring in the area. Then, detailed analysis of landscape changes following Tasser 
et al. (2007) are conducted. Landscape metrics are calculated using V-Late 2.0. Finally, shooting quota and landscape 

variables are correlated in a multiple linear regression model, whereby shooting quota variance is used as dependent 
variable. 

Shooting quota of roe deer show a strong increase, the number of hunted rock partridge and mountain hare are 

declining. Correlation between shooting quota and spring counts were strong for roe deer (R²=0.8294; p<0.05) and 
weak for rock partridge (R²=0.4464; p<0.05). Counts of mountain hair are not available. Parameters included in the 

final regression model explain 56.9% of the hunting bag variance of the rock partridge (R²=0.569; p<0.05) and 82.9% 
of the roe deer (R²=0.8294; p<0.05). Mountain hare correlates weakly with an R² of 0.456. In this study, roe deer seems 

to be the most suitable species to be used as indicator for landscape quality. Shooting quota can be used to indicate 

landscape changes under certain conditions. Variables like hunting pressure, climatic conditions or population dynamics
need to be considered.

Think of the children! Inference about the regeneration niche from juvenile tree 
demographics

Lukas Heiland
University of Regensburg, Theoretical Ecology

mail@heiland.earth

Plant species distribution and community composition are determined by plants' differential ability to survive, grow and

reproduce under different conditions. Which of these demographic processes are the predominant drivers of forest 
species composition has been up for debate. Many stress the importance of the 'regeneration niche', i.e. the conditions 

under which regenerative processes can occur. Besides pollination, sexual or asexual diaspore formation, spatiotemporal
dispersal, and germination or sprouting, juvenile establishment is a sensitive regenerative process. Data on all of these 

processes are very scarce, but there is plenty of data in forest inventories on the processes' outcome: juvenile tree counts

in ingrowth size classes. I want to develop process-based tree regeneration models and link them to forest inventory 
data from all over Europe through inverse calibration using Bayesian methods. 

For starters, I ask whether adult tree abundance in communities and geographical distributions can be explained by the 
'juvenile performance niche'. How saplings perform under different conditions is expressed by their mortality and 

growth rates. Provided diaspore abundance and germination rates are constant over time, the density distribution of 
sapling size is solely dependent on mortality and growth rates. This distribution is, however, independent of the absolute

diaspore count, and therefore independent of adult abundance and dispersal ability. I will calibrate a process-based 

model which produces sapling size distributions dependent on environmental conditions (e.g., IPM), by fitting the 
model to size-binned sapling count data using MCMC methods. Predicted demographic rates from specific juvenile 

performance niche models can then be related to adult abundance along environmental gradients to identify divergence 
or overlap of juvenile and adult niches. Because the sapling size distribution is independent of adult and diaspore 

abundance, comparing juvenile demographic rates and adult niches will indicate whether tree species distribution and 

forest composition is actually driven by juvenile demographic rates.

Using inventory data for analysis on forest regeneration

Yannek Käber
ETH Zurich, Forest Ecology
yannek.kaeber@usys.ethz.ch

As I am in the planning stage of my PhD the poster will visualize ideas and methods which are considered for my 
project. Topics are process based forest models, inverse modelling and Bayesian statistics. Also problems related to 

working with heterogeneous data are discussed.

Landscapemetrics: a next-generation framework to calculate landscape metrics in 
R

Marco Sciaini
University of Göttingen, Department of Ecosystem Modelling

sciaini.marco@gmail.com

Ecology and landscape ecology mainly studies interactions between organisms and their environment. In a wider sense, 
the environment perceived by the organism can be defined as a landscape. This can spread from huge areas for e.g. 

mobile, large-bodied mammals to much smaller areas for e.g. immobile insects and always depends on the research 

question. Landscape metrics are tools to characterize such a landscape. This includes mainly describing the composition
and configuration of a landscape. While the composition basically describes how much of the landscape is occupied by 

a certain land cover type, the configuration mainly describes the spatial arrangement of the landcover types. The basic 

idea of landscape metrics is to condense as much information as possible into a single number. Here, we introduce 
landscapemetrics as an R package for calculating landscape metrics for categorical landscape patterns. 

landscapemetrics can be used as a drop-in replacement for the widespread FRAGSTATS, as it offers a reproducible and 
tidy workflow for landscape analysis in a single environment. landscapemetrics further provides several visualization 

functions, e.g. show all labeled patches or the core area of all patches. Important building blocks of the package are 

exported to help facilitate analysis or the development of new metrics. All of them are implemented with Rcpp and have
either memory or performance advantages compared to raster functions.



Talks

A new method to assess species’ habitat preference

Jordan Chetcuti 
University of Leeds

bsjc@leeds.ac.uk

Analysis of species’ habitat preference is important for biodiversity conservation and spatial ecology. We have 

developed a widely applicable method of determining habitat preference based on the phi coefficient of association. The
original phi coefficient of association is a simple method giving both positive and negative associations of individual 

species. But using this method for records with imprecise locations, such as grid cells, would require either using only 
records which can be related to a single habitat or arbitrarily choosing which habitat to assign. 

Our method overcomes these limitations in calculating the phi coefficient and is useful in a wide range of ecological 
research areas as it weights each of the habitats within the imprecise location area. We compared our new weighted 

version to the original method using carabid occurrence data, land use maps and independent validation data. The 
weighted method performed better and allowed the inclusion of 52 more species, an increase of 19%. Other methods 

require thousands of records to give good predictions, but we got robust results with as few as 50 records. 

Our weighted phi coefficient of association provides an improved method of analysing habitat preference and avoided 

habitats for species with a limited number of records, which will be useful in modelling and analysis that directs 
conservation policy and practice.

How reliable are population trends derived from citizen science data collection?

Lea Dambly 
Centre for Ecology & Hydrology (Wallinford) and University College London
leadam@ceh.ac.uk 

In the past decades, programmes that engage the general public in data collection have become increasingly more 
common. Such citizen science projects can offer many benefits as they are cost-effective, large-scale, provide 

continuous time series and also raise public environmental awareness. Despite the success of citizen science, concerns 
about the challenges and trade-offs commonly associated with data collection by non-professionals have been voiced, 

and the need for data validation has been highlighted. The National Bat Monitoring Programme (NBMP) has engaged 

thousands of citizen scientists across the UK in the past twenty years. The volunteers employ multiple survey methods 
to collect data on the relative abundance and activity of bats. This data is used to produce population trends for eleven 

resident bat species, which aid the Government and conservation organisations to monitor the state of the environment, 
inform policy and improve bat conservation. For some species, NBMP population trends derived from roost counts 

differ substantially when compared to other survey methods. This is likely a reflection of systematic bias in the roost 

count surveys, caused by biased site selection, observer behaviour and/or species-specific behaviour. 

Here, I present a simulation to assess the effect of systematic biases on observed population trends using a ‘Virtual 
Ecologist’ approach. The species-specific dynamics of two virtual bat populations were modelled, as well as the data 

collection process under different levels of biased site selection and observer motivation. Finally, population trends 

were modelled, and the differences between true and observed abundances were assessed.

High and dry? Modeling climate change impacts on tree species distributions and 
their economic implications in Central America

Lukas Baumbach
University of Freiburg, Chair of Forestry Economics and Forest Planning

lukas.baumbach@ife.uni-freiburg.de

Among the manifold impacts of climate change on vegetation, shifts in tree species distributions are increasingly 

receiving attention in ecological research. Evidence of climate-change-induced tree mortality and shifts of species 
towards the poles and along elevational gradients have appeared globally over the course of the past decade, driving 

unadapted species to the edge of their existence. Beyond ecological consequences, these shifts may also alter the 

provisioning of ecosystem goods and services and thus may entail far-reaching consequences in economic (e.g. timber 

productivity, game abundance), ecological (e.g. biodiversity, carbon sequestration) or social terms (e.g. livelihood, 
recreation). This outlook is of particular relevance for the countries of Central America, where forest wealth represents a

keystone for rural livelihood and sustainable growth. In this project, we investigate impacts of climate change on the 
distribution of major Central American tree species representing different types of forest. Based on the distribution 

changes, we derive changes in main ecosystem services (timber, carbon, biodiversity and recreation) through process-

based forest growth models and calculate economic implications for the future of these forests. By applying an 
interdisciplinary framework, this study may contribute a valuable new perspective on climate impacts and adaptation 

potential of Central America's tropical forests.

How habitat dependent dispersal affects the evolution of niches

Charlotte Sieger 
University of Würzburg, Department of Animal Ecology and Tropical Biology

charlotte.sieger@uni-wuerzburg.de

In metapopulations, each population can be preserved not only by reproduction, but also by immigration. Typically, it 

assumed that emigration and immigration occur randomly. For higher organisms it has, however, been shown that 
individuals can also preferentially emigrate from habitats to which they are maladapted, immigrate into patches in 

which they are well adapted or both simultaneously. These different types of dispersal can have a big effect on how 
niches evolve, and thus how species can adapt to specific and changing environmental conditions like temperature. 

Here we investigate the influence of dispersal type on the evolution of the individual’s niche for environmental 
temperature. To do so, we implement an individual-based model of a metapopulation in either a fractal landscape or one

with a habitat gradient. Landscapes may exhibit a directed change in habitat conditions. Individuals can evolve their (i) 
habitat optima, (ii) niche widths (tolerance), (iii) emigration probabilities and (iv) mutation probabilities. We include a 

trade-off parameter that defines the fitness cost associated with increased tolerance. All four traits can mutate with the 

individual‘s mutation probability. Individuals’ dispersal is implemented according to one of the dispersal rules. The 
temperature in the landscape fluctuates annually, but, mean temperatures are either static or follow a trend, simulating 

climate change. We examine the influence of the four dispersal rules in simulations either with or without climate 
change, on niche evolution and population persistence. This will increase our understanding about the connection 

between dispersal types and the evolution of specialism/generalism and shed some light on the impact of informed 

dispersal on the alleviation of the effects of global warming and local maladaptation.

Spatiotemporal niche dynamics of marine organisms through deep-time

Nussaibah Begum Raja Schoob
University of Erlangen-Nuremberg

nussaibah.raja.schoob@fau.de

Anthropogenically driven global climate change is inducing rapid changes to marine ecosystems. The archive of 

changes preserved in the fossil record may provide an insight into how marine taxa have previously responded to 
climate dynamics. This study analyses the spatiotemporal dynamics of taxon distributions over the last 200 million 

years. The aim is to determine whether niche stability of marine genera is dependent on the rate of environmental 
change. Niche dynamics in this study are investigated in terms of both geographical and environmental shifts. Genus 

niches are modelled based on palaeotemperature distributions derived from climate-sensitive proxies. We use MaxEnt 

to interpolate global occurrence data, of the most common and widespread marine genera available in the Paleobiology 
Database, binned in ~10 Myr time intervals. Niche stability is assessed by comparison of (1) genus occurrences of each 

time-slice with the genus distribution model of the previous time-slice; (2) overlap of the genus distribution models for 
two consecutive time-slices. Niche stability of marine genera remained relatively high during the studied period with 

most taxa revealing latitudinal shifts reflecting niche tracking. Niche stability was significantly low at the end-

Cretaceous and during the Paleogene, coinciding with the K-Pg mass extinction event and the shift from a warm climate
state to a cooler one, respectively. This decrease in niche stability also coincided with less overlap between suitable 

regions (occurrence probability > 0.6) during the Paleogene. 

Overall, marine taxa show little evolutionary changes in their niche over the past 200 million years. Low niche stability 

is observed for some periods and is likely due to major changes in the availability of suitable habitats. The fast rate of
environmental change during those periods may outpace the potential of niche conservatism in marine taxa.



From individual home-range formation to community dynamics: a novel, 
allometric modelling approach to explore biodiversity loss caused by landscape 
changes

Marie-Sophie Rohwäder
University of Potsdam

rohwaede@uni-potsdam.de

Anthropogenic changes in land cover and land use are the most acute drivers for biodiversity loss in terrestrial 

ecosystems but the mechanisms underlying species responses to fragmentation, especially physiological and 
behavioural mechanisms, remain still poorly understood. I developed an individual-based community model, which 

presents a novel approach to dynamically model vertebrate community changes in heterogeneous landscapes by scaling 
up from the behaviour of individuals to the emergent community properties. This modelling study assesses the 

importance of foraging movement behaviour for local biodiversity dynamics under different scenarios of landscape 

change. Simulating the emerging home range formation of multiple interacting species is linking several key processes 
that are important to an organisms' survival and reproduction, like local resource use or inter- and intraspecific 

competition. Species abundance in the model is mainly driven by the availability of resources as well as competition 
with other individuals. Simulations showed that the habitat availability as well as the spatial resource distribution had 

strong implications for the community composition and the space use of the different individuals. If habitat is lost or 

degraded, movement distances of the individuals are increasing in order to collect enough food resources to satisfy their
energetic needs. Consequently larger animals show a higher vulnerability towards habitat loss because of their elevated 

energetic -- and subsequent spatial -- requirements. In contrast smaller individuals seem to be more affected by habitat 

fragmentation. A high fragmentation causes more open space between single resource patches, which acts to the 
disadvantage of small individuals, who are limited in their foraging ranges whereas larger animals with higher 

movement abilities can cope better in a fragmented resource landscape. 

Ultimately, this generic modelling approach can assist to increase our mechanistic understanding of how biodiversity 

responds to changing habitat characteristics by linking individual space use with community dynamics.

Modelling plant communities in a desert under water and data scarcity

Liubov Zakharova
University of Goettingen
liubov.zakharova@uni-goettingen.de

Environmental conditions in deserts bring their inhabitants to the edge of existence. Desert plants not only survive 
under high aridity and salinity but also prosper once the conditions are more benign. The key to success in the survival 

game lies in a variety of strategies developed by different plant species in the arid environment. By combining 
individual- and trait-based modelling, we aim to explain the role of functional traits in this set of strategies. We compare

the importance of traits involved in plant-plant interaction versus traits that are relevant for withstanding abiotic stress 

for community structure and dynamics. In our study, we look at communities dominated by the True Rose of Jericho 
(Anastatica hierochuntica). We investigate these communities along an aridity gradient in the Negev desert in the south 

of Israel. Pattern-oriented modelling enforces the combined modelling approach to fill the gaps in available trait data. 
The data derived from spatial patterns allow us to describe more precisely processes such as competition of individuals 

between and within species, seed dispersal, affinity to soil water availability and salinity. This model will lead to an 

advanced understanding of functional relationships in desert plant communities.

Primed to be strong, primed to be fast: modeling benefits of microbial stress 
responses

Felix Wesener
Freie Universität Berlin

felix.wesener@fu-berlin.de

Microorganisms are prone to different stressors and have evolved various defense mechanisms. One induced defense is 
priming, describing an enhanced defense which is induced by a mild preceding stress that prepares the organism. This 

improved response can strongly vary between stressors and species: Primed organisms have been found to react with a 

shorter delay to stress, with a faster build-up of their response, or with a more intense response. However, a universal 
comparative assessment, which response is superior under a given environmental setting, is missing. 

We investigate the benefits of the three improved responses for microorganisms with an ordinary differential equation 

model, which simulates the impact of an external stress on a microbial population that is either naïve or primed. We 
further take into account the community context by simulating different species with different stress response strategies,

and also the possibility of population extinction using a Gillespie stochastic simulation model. We systematically assess 
the resulting population performance for different costs associated with priming and stress conditions, like stress 

duration and stress intensity. 

Our results show that independent of the stress type and the priming costs, the stronger primed response is most 

beneficial for longer stress phases, while the faster and earlier responses increase performance under short stress 
durations. Competition promotes priming benefits and favors the early stress response. Also, reacting early to a stress is 

the most successful strategy to avert extinction. According to our model results, we expect to find different priming 

responses co-occuring under varying stress conditions, while a more homogenous stressor might favor similar priming 
strategies across populations. This dependence on the ecological context highlights the importance of including not only

induced stress responses, but also different response strategies into stress ecology.

Using machine learning and trait matching to predict species interactions in 
ecological networks

Maximilian Pichler
University of Regensburg, Theoretical Ecology

maximilian.pichler@biologie.uni-regensburg.de

Events like climate change and human interventions endanger natural ecosystems. Their conservation and management 
depends on our ability to forecast how and when ecosystems react to changing environmental factors. However, 

complexity in ecological systems complicate modelling and predicting with traditional regression models. Advanced 

machine learning (ML) algorithms have been shown to be superior in predicting and rely less on prior assumptions and 
hypotheses. While ML models tend to excel in predictive performance, their interpretation is often challenging. 

Ecologists likely do not only want to predict changes or events, but they also want to know what causes these changes. 
In recent years, techniques aiming at interpreting fitted machine learning models have emerged. However, it’s unclear 

how and if we can use ML for inferential modelling and answer ecological questions. 

We tested the utility of inferential and predictive ML with ecological networks. Ecologists have long suspected that 

species are more likely to interact if their traits match in a particular way. In plant-pollinator networks, for example, one

would imagine that an interaction is more likely if a bee’s tongue and body match a flower’s shape in a beneficial way. 
We call this concept trait-matching. We use simulated and real data to test the ability of advanced ML models predicting

species interactions based on trait matching, and inferring which trait combinations create an interaction. We 
demonstrate the applicability of these methods in two case studies, a global plant-pollinator database, and a plant-

pollinator network in Costa Rica. 

We conclude that ML algorithms can successfully predict species interactions from trait data but with difficulties in 

inferring causal trait interactions. A key insight of this study is that extracting the underlying rules from fitted ML 
models is possible to some extent, but more challenging than predictions.

Don't forget the process error - Improving calibration of biased models

Johannes Oberpriller
University of Regensburg, Theoretical Ecology
johannes.oberpriller@ur.de

Forest ecosystems cover 31% of the earth's terrestrial surface. Disturbances such as climate change affect their 

functioning and productivity. Moreover, ecosystem changes might have effects on a global scale. Thus, understanding  

and analyzing ecosystems might help with their management and conservation. With system models we can explicitly 
model the biological processes in ecosystems. If we try to create a forest ecosystem model, which is applicable on 

different spatial and temporal scales, it will be complex. Due to their complexity vegetation models often ignore a 
potential model bias and stochasticity in internal processes. Moreover, standard statistical methods are built on the 

assumption of an unbiased model. This raises the question how we should calibrate system models in presence of 

model- and observational error. 

We hypothesize,  that process errors could compensate for bias in the model. Thus, accounting for internal stochasticity, 



should lead to improved predictions and parameter estimation in a state-space approach. Moreover, we should be able to

see correlations between predictions and accepted process errors. To test our hypothesis, we did several case studies 
with the BASic FORest (BASFOR) model. BASFOR simulates carbon and nitrogen cycling in trees, soil organic matter

and litter. By corrupting the two most influential parameters of the deterministic model—light use efficiency and 
nitrogen supply—with a multiplicative process error, we converted BASFOR to a state-space model. Furthermore, we 

added a bias term into the model leading to a 10 % loss of the assimilates allocated to the leaves. We can show that 

accounting for model bias by process errors in a state-space approach improves parameter estimation as well as 
prediction in four different scenarios with increasing complexity compared to standard calibration methods.

Modeling and analysis of the influence of different management regimes on the 
dynamics of grasslands

Julia Schmid
Helmholtz Centre for Environmental Research Leipzig (UFZ)

julia.schmid@ufz.de

Permanent grassland accounts for approximate 28% of Germany’s agricultural area and is therefore besides others an 

important component for our food supply. Farmers often choose intensive management by applying huge amounts of 
fertilizer and conduct up to five mowing events per year to gain a high productivity. Intensive management leads to a 

low species diversity whereby lots of other ecosystem services like resilience get lost. In my research project I use an 

individual-based process-oriented model to simulate the structure and dynamics of grasslands and investigate how 
different management regimes influence especially species composition and production on a small scale. For this, the 

first step is the establishment of a generic regionally transferable parameterization including different plant functional 
types.

Adapting a global process-based lichen and bryophyte model to assess the local 
dynamics of biological soil crust lichens

Selina Baldauf
Freie Universität Berlin
selina.baldauf@fu-berlin.de

Biological soil crusts (biocrusts) are poikilohydric communities consisting of mosses, lichens, cyanobacteria and other 
microorganisms that live on the soil surface. They play an important role at the ecosystem level because they protect the

soil, alter the redistribution of water, and impact the carbon and nutrient cycle. Despite their importance for ecosystem 
functioning especially in drylands, they have rarely been included in local ecosystem models. To close this gap, we 

parameterized and calibrated a global-scale process-based lichen and bryophyte model to local conditions of biocrusts 

in central Spain. For this, we used experimental and literature data on the common biocrust lichen Diploschistes 
diacapsis and simulated the carbon exchange and biomass dynamics of this species under current climatic conditions. 

We are now in the process of validating the model with data obtained from field experiments and literature. When 
validated, we want to extend the model to a community of common biocrust species of central Spain and then couple 

the adapted model with an ecohydrological model. This then allows us to assess the influence of biocrusts on local 

ecohydrological processes in drylands under different climatic conditions.

An ecologist’s guide to infer drivers of community assembly using ABC

Elizabeth Barthélemy
Université of Grenoble Alpes (UGA)
barthelemy.elizabeth@gmail.com

There is growing recognition that patterns of community composition depend on how species are adapted to the local 
environment (niche-based processes), as well as on niche-independent stochastic dynamics. However, there is no 

consensus on how to test and infer these components’ respective contributions. Here we propose a conceptual 
framework and practical guidelines to address the issue and identify the contributions of entangled processes. Process-

based models allow exploring the outcome of intertwined mechanisms over a broad range of situations, but retrieving, 

from the observed outcomes, their parameter values is a major challenge. Approximate Bayesian Computation (ABC) 
offers a promising way to deal with this inference problem and assess the contributions of different assembly processes. 

Leaning on intensive simulation ABC, we discuss how to construct relevant community assembly models, to validate 

and compare them, and how to estimate their parameters. We also propose tools in R language for diagnosis of the 

reliability and predictive ability of the framework. 

We reanalyzed data on meadow plant communities along an elevational gradient in Colorado. By simulating 
communities over a wide range of neutral and niche-based assembly, we provide new insights on how environmental 

filtering and immigration dynamics vary across changing environments. We discuss the options and alternative choices 

at each step of the methodological framework, while underlining the need to acknowledge the influence of these choices
on the conclusions that can be drawn. Not only does this framework allow designing appropriate methodological 

strategies and statistical tools, but it also proposes a conceptual synthesis for addressing the entangled influence of 
neutral and niche-based processes on biodiversity patterns. This approach can be applied with any simulation-based 

model of community assembly.

PeatFire: an individual-based model to simulate fire ignition and spreading in a 
tropical peatland ecosystem

Kirana Widyastuti
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Tropical peat-fire catastrophe has attracted global attention since it triggers drawbacks in environmental and health 

issues. To provide better understanding of this phenomenon, we developed PeatFire, an individual-based model that 
simulates fire occurrences in a tropical peatland ecosystem. Interactions of farmers, fire, and peat patches were 

introduced in the model as initiators of burning events. The Morris screening method on model parameters showed that 
fire emergence is sensitive to water table depth value. Most interestingly, PeatFire reproduced patterns of burn scars 

which correspond to empirical data from 2015 peat-fire in South Sumatra Indonesia. A strong relationship between 

water table depth and fire occurrences was demonstrated by the model. This confirms the importance of peatland fire 
management strategies such as canal blocking and rewetting. Our results emphasize the importance of peat water table 

depth and peatland conversion regulation towards better fire reduction strategy.

Modelling freshwater macrophytes: Overview of existing approaches and a concept
to assess diversity response to environmental change

Anne Lewerentz
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Freshwater biodiversity is highly threatened, but compared to terrestrial ecosystems has received little attention in 

biodiversity research so far. For the functioning of freshwater ecosystems macrophytes (large aquatic plants that are not 
planktonic or filamentous algae) play an important role, e.g. as primary producers and as habitat for invertebrate and 

vertebrate species. Macrophyte communities seem highly vulnerable to environmental change as their physiological 
processes, and thus also geographical distribution, are highly dependent on environmental factors such as light, 

temperature and nutrient availability. Therefore, to predict the effects of environmental change process-based models 

incorporating those physiological processes are necessary to assess macrophyte response to non-equilibrium conditions 
imposed by different future scenarios of environmental change. 

As first steps we reviewed existing macrophyte models concerning their modelling methods, included processes, 

considered species and lake types. On that basis we concept a first model draft. Preliminary review results show more 

than 50 different models focusing mostly on physiological equilibrium shifts, feedback with plankton, or on growth of 
single (invasive) species. We find little quantification of diversity distributions and underlying demographic and 

community processes. To close this gap, we want to develop and apply process-based eco-physiological models for 
freshwater macrophytes across Bavarian lakes assessing macrophyte diversity response to environmental change. 

Hence, we will build on existing growth models for macrophytes, extending and calibrating them to replicate the 
species coexistence of different functional types. A first model concept will be presented. For parametrization we will 

use abiotic and biotic (occurrence) data from the Water Framework Directive for 44 lakes and experimental data of 
project partners. When calibrated, we will assess impacts of land-use and climate change on native macrophyte species 

and relevant invasive species, which will be used to propose sustainable management strategies.



Mechanistic movement decisions drive disease persistence
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Understanding host-pathogen dynamics requires realistic consideration of transmission events that, in the case of 

directly transmitted pathogens, are the result of contacts between susceptible and infected individuals. The 
corresponding contact rates are usually heterogeneous, e.g. due to variation in movement patterns and the underlying 

landscape structure. However, in epidemiological models, explicit host movement and landscape structure as important 

factors  shaping contact rates are often neglected. 

Adapting an established agent-based model of classical swine fever virus (CSFV) in wild boar (Sus scrofa), we 
investigated how explicitly representing spatial heterogeneity and host movement between social groups affects 

invasion and persistence probabilities of the pathogen. We simulated individual movement both phenomenologically as 

correlated random walk and mechanistically by representing interactions with the landscape and host population 
structure, using habitat-dependent and competition-driven movement rules. The effect of landscape structure on the 

probability of invasion success and disease persistence depended remarkably on the way host movement is simulated 
and the case fatality ratio of the pathogen strain. The probabilities of invasion success and persistence of the pathogen 

were generally low with CRW, which ignores feedback to external factors. Although R0 was kept constant, these 

probabilities were up to eight times higher under mechanistic movement rules, especially in heterogeneous landscapes, 
due to feedbacks on the spatial variation of host density and contact rates.

Gastropod Gastronomy: do predatory drilling snails prefer native or non-native 
bivalve prey

Fiona Pye
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Non-native species alter trophic food webs with lasting effects on ecosystem composition. Understanding these impacts 

is important for conservation and ecosystem services, especially in a changing climate. In the marine realm, one of the 
prime cases for a large-scale natural experiment on the effect of non-native species is the Lessepsian Migration. The 

biogeographic realms of the Atlantic and Indo-Pacific were separated for 12 Ma until artificially connected by the 

opening of the Suez Canal. Since then, non-native species, both predator and prey, have been successfully traversing the
Suez Canal from the Red Sea and colonising the Mediterranean. The primary objective of this study was to determine 

which population type (native or non-native) is more affected by drilling gastropod predation. Predation preferences of 
drilling gastropods (Naticidae and Muricidae) follows the energy maximisation principle, whereby efficient bivalve and 

gastropod prey are chosen based on their physical characteristics. While this is well studied on the individual scale, the 

community scale interactions with both native and non-native prey are poorly understood. It is hypothesised that the 
population, native or non-native, within the community that contains more of the energetically profitable characters 

(primarily abundance, size and shell thickness) will have a greater predation rate. Grab samples were collected off the 
coast of Israel. Drillhole presence and shell morphometric data is calculated using a novel automated approach with 

image analysis software. Predation preference is analysed using Binomial General Linear Models and Tukey Honest 

Significant Difference testing.


